
RSS02.B5 Qualitative Interviewing – Experts detailed program  

First Day  

we review contemporary debates in expert interviews (which by definition use experts as 

participants), including methodological, ontological, epistemological and ethics questions and their 

implications for research. We use sociology of knowledge to define ‘experts’ and ‘expert knowledge’ 

and distinguish them from ‘elites’ and other social actors. This knowledge serves as a foundation for 

developing research design for expert interviews.    

Second day  

we shift our attention to field preparation strategies. We explore different approaches to participant 

selection strategies and persuasive techniques for gaining access through practical exercises. We 

focus our attention on developing an interview guide and designing interview questions for achieving 

breadth and depth, while thinking through interview stages and strategies of enquiry. We discuss 

ethics and legal considerations, including the preparation of information sheet and consent forms.    

Third day   

focuses on navigating interviewer-interviewee relationships, interactions and positionality that are 

integral to the method. We outline differences between face-to-face vs. mediated interviews and key 

interviewer skills and responsibilities while examining different factors of influence, including trust, 

positionality, power, culture, language and technology. Participants apply these theoretical principles 

to real-life situations of conducting interviews with experts and peers. Based on practical experience, 

we critically evaluate the impact that different factors and relationships have on data generation.   

Fourth day   

we turn to the most ignored requirement of qualitative interview research; handling data. We delve 

into data management and engage in initial stages of interview analysis while outlining different 

approaches in relation to both traditional ‘by hand’ and computer assisted qualitative data analysis. 

We address ethical and legal implications of data recording, storage and usage. To fully gain 

appreciation of volume, richness and complexity of contextualised expert interview data, the 

participants produce an interview transcript and reflect on their experience.    

  

Fifth day  

we critically reflect on interview research. We adopt ethical theory to summarise and (re)consider 

ethics in interview research and transactional theory to examine the role of reflexivity, critical self-

assessment, researcher’s influence on the research process and veracity of data. We review current 

methodological debates evolving around interviews and discuss scientific criteria in relation to 

practical experience. 


